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Abstract. Natural language (NL) as the most natural expression way of human is an ideal approach in 
spatial analysis. A growing attention of GIS scientists and AI scientists has been paid to the uncertainty of 
NL-based spatial queries and spatial analysis which include uncertainty of natural language expression and 
processing as well as the one of GIS model and spatial data source. The uncertainty of natural language 
expression that origin from vagueness of natural language itself, limitation of spatial cognitive ability of 
speakers and incompleteness of natural language expression will probably be brought into natural language 
processing result. In spatial analysis calculation based on natural language, the calculation result uncertainty 
is from uncertainty of starting feature, uncertainty of operator and uncertainty of calculating factor. The 
confidence of spatial analysis result is a mixture of the uncertainty sources listed above. Furthermore the 
visualization of spatial analysis uncertainty as another hot issue in uncertainty research field helps domain 
experts and other users realize reliability of spatial analysis results plainly. In this paper focusing on the study 
of propagation and visualization of uncertainty in NL-based spatial analysis, firstly, we summarize the 
uncertainty source of NL-based spatial analysis especially in NL-based location determination systems, 
secondly,  we set up an uncertainty propagation model of NL-based spatial analysis and take an example of 
variant confidence distribution in variant part of linear and regional features in spatial analysis based on 
natural language, thirdly, we design a plain uncertainty visualization in GIS GUI, finally, an experimental 
prototype was developed to verify models, analysis result and visualization design. 

Keywords: spatial analysis, natural language, natural language-based spatial analysis, uncertainty 
propagation, uncertainty visualization, confidence 

1. Introduction 
GPS receiver can tell us the coordinates of our location, map of electric media or traditional media can help 
us fix our bearing and site. How can we describe "where am I?" to other persons like policemen or rescuers 
without the two aides or other location tools in an unfamiliar place? It is the core question to be solved in 
Natural language (NL)-based spatial analysis that covers the technique of NL interpretation and spatial 
analysis based on NL.(Fig 1) The NL interpretation is the process of translating human natural language 
dialogue to the statement that computers can understand and handle. As incomplete, vagueness and 
ambiguous of natural language that caused by variant age, gender, educational background and other factors, 
complete NL interpretation is a great challenge [1]. 

A growing amount of GIS scientists, AI scientists and linguists have paid attention to the uncertainty and 
its related issues of NL-based spatial queries, spatial analysis and spatio-temporal reasoning. The uncertainty 
of NL-based spatial analysis mainly arises from vagueness of natural language, limitation of natural language 
interpretation model, and shortcomings of spatial analysis and spatial reasoning etc. The uncertainty would 
be accumulated and propagated during the whole process of spatial analysis. The analysis of the error 
propagation is based on prior knowledge of errors in the sources, procedure or manipulation of the data. The 
spatial data uncertainty is from the complexity of the real word, the limitation of human spatial recognition, 
the weakness of computerized machine, or the shortcomings of techniques and methods. And the uncertainty 
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of NL interpretation origins from vagueness of natural language itself, limitation of spatial cognitive and 
expressing ability of speakers, and incompleteness of natural language expression and their mixed affect.  

 

Fig 1 Key techniques of location determination systems based on natural language and their relationship [1] 

This paper focuses on the propagation and visualization of uncertainty in NL-based spatial analysis. The 
following sections are arranged as follow: Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 investigates the 
uncertainty sources and its propagation model. Section 4 compares the main uncertainty visualization 
method and proposes uncertainty visualization based on confidence. The conclusion is described in Section5. 

The International Symposium on spatial accuracy assessment in natural resources and environmental 
sciences (SPATIAL ACCURACY) mainly publishes original research and applied papers on uncertainty in 
spatial information, analysis, and applications emphasizing natural resources and the environment, etc. 

2. Related work 
The spatial analysis based on natural language and its related issues have attracted attentions of increasing 
amount of researchers in the past decades. [2] developed a formal model that captured metric details for the 
description of natural language spatial relations. The metric details were expressed as 9-intersection, a model 
for topological spatial relations and provided a more precise measure than does topology alone as to whether 
a geometric configuration. Yao Xiaobai and other researchers investigated spatial query qualitative locations 
in spatial information systems, and proposed a mechanism and a conceptual framework to handle queries 
with qualitative locations in geospatial information systems [3, 4]. [5] defined a series of quantitative indices 
that were related to natural-language spatial relation terms on the basis of a human subject test of natural 
language descriptions of spatial relations between linear geographic objects, and used these indices to 
formalize the ambiguous natural-language representation with decision-tree algorithm. [6] comprehensively 
investigated the uncertainties of spatial data and analysis.  [7, 8]  presented a methodology for the design and 
implementation of spatial query language, and described three natural-language spatial relations including 9-
intersection model, interior direction relations and topological and interior directions relations. [9] presented 
the attribute uncertainty in GIS data, with a complete perspective of concepts, sources, nature and applicable 
tools. [10] pointed out that the GIS uncertainty can be accumulated and propagated during the process of 
machine-based computing analysis. [1] introduced how to make use of uncertainty to improve the querying 
accuracy of natural language location determination system. [11] pointed out that natural language was 
highly ambiguous in its structure, and in the many possible structures only one could be assigned to a 
sentence.[12] investigated how people describe objects in spatial scenes using natural language, and 
described a system that uses synthetic vision to “see” such scenes from the person’s point of view, and that 
understands complex natural language descriptions referring to objects in the scenes. 

3. Uncertainty propagation in NL-based spatial analysis 
As mentioned in the introduction section, the uncertainty of NL-based spatial analysis result is from the 
uncertainty of natural language, the uncertainty of natural language interpretation, the uncertainty of spatial 
data, and the uncertainty of spatial analysis. These uncertainties will be accumulated and propagated in the 
whole process of NL-based spatial analysis. It is necessary to build a model to express the complicated 
propagating process mathematically. 
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3.1. Uncertainty source 
The uncertainty of NL- based spatial expressing is origin from the complexness of real world, the uncertainty 
of natural language, and spatial recognition ability of speakers. The complexness of real world makes it 
difficult to describe the real world in a simple and complete mathematic model. All the models are only 
approximation to real world in variant level. In natural language based spatial objects and spatial relation 
description, the current methods are of flaw. Most of current research is in the stage of quality expressing of 
spatial relation [2-4, 7, 13]. The human natural language expression is filled with ambiguousness, vagueness, 
incompleteness and fuzziness. In the conversations between two people, each sentence can be understood in 
more than one way. Due that the information is interactive and the information interchange is progressive, 
the talkers would not feel uncomfortable and confusing. But it is different in the human-machine interface 
circumstance, the machine receives the input information passively, and cannot judge whether there is 
ambiguity in the inputting statement. Each inputting sentence is treated as a complete, clear statement. The 
output hardly accord with the speaker’s real meaning. In the spatial expressing based on natural language, 
same objects may be described variously by various people even by same person in variant circumstance. e.g. 
A university have several tiles due to dialect and historic reasons. It is found from questionnaire and on-the-
spot investigation that the same university has four different titles. The first title is official tile, with 30% 
using ratio; the second title is title-in-short, with 50% using ratio, greater than the official title. The third title 
is historic tile and is still used by 15% people; while the forth title is an incorrect title with 5% using 
ratio.(Fig 2) The natural language-based spatial expression is impacted by the expresser’s age, gender, 
educational background, occupation of transporting tools, spatial cognition ability and the mode at that time. 
e.g. The distance which the word “near” represents is different by a walker and a driver. Some spatial 
relation description especially directional one is influenced by a historical factor because of changes of city 
layout and other reasons. [1] 

 

Fig 2 An example of a university’s titles and corresponding using rate. [1] 

The uncertainty of natural language processing is mainly from the flaw of processing model, 
incompleteness of training sample and weakness of computerized machine. Diversity of natural language 
determines that there is no complete model to process all language. Most of current research focuses on 
machine-translation (MT). The machine translating method includes the method based on language rules, the 
method based on corpus, and multi-engine machine translation [14]. In machine translation research and 
implementation, language translating knowledge is from statistics result, corpus and example library. The 
knowledge gathering, knowledge extraction and rule (model) building are inevitably influenced by 
uncertainty.  No matter which method mentioned above is employed, there will be more than one translating 
result with various possibilities. The object of machine translation is to find the translating result with most 
possibility.  Many ambiguities and uncertainties may be preserved during translation, and thus will be 
accumulated and propagated in NL-based location determination systems. 

Spatial data is conceptual abstraction of real spatial world, and observed and recorded by surveying and 
mapping instruments. The uncertainty pervades the GIS data with the lifecycle of capture, storage, update, 
transmission, access, archive, restore, deletion, and purge. It mainly arises from the complexity of the real 
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word, the limitation of human recognition, the weakness of computerized machine, or the shortcomings of 
techniques and methods. In detail, they may include instruments, environments, observers, projection’s 
algorithms, slicing and dicing, coordinate system, image resolutions, spectral properties, temporal changes, 
etc. At the same time, their current limitations might further propagate even enlarge the uncertainty during 
the process of GIS analysis [9]. The uncertainty of spatial data includes but not limits: lineage, positional 
accuracy, attributes accuracy, logical consistency, completeness, temporal accuracy, and semantic 
accuracy[6]. 

Spatial analysis transforms spatial data to spatial knowledge according to specific spatial parameter. The 
assumption and premise of current GIS software and other spatial data analysis tools designing is that there is 
no error in spatial data. And GIS software only processes certain data, but it is contradictious with 
universality of uncertainty in spatial data. Spatial analysis based on certain theory and model will produce a 
large amount of result conflict with reality. It is difficult to eliminate uncertainty totally. The feasible way is 
to extend ability of current GIS and other spatial analysis model to handle uncertainty or to build new model 
and analysis method based on uncertainty. 

3.2. Uncertainty propagation model 
The analysis of the uncertainty propagation is based on prior knowledge of uncertainty in the sources, in the 
procedure or in the manipulation of the data. The spatial description often includes spatial entity, spatial 
relationship of spatial entity and spatio-temporal procedure[15]. And their spatial semantic role can be 
defined as: Entity, Attribute, Path, Motion, Time, Spatial Relation of Topology, Spatial Relation of Direction, 
and Spatial Relation of Measure. There are three alternative methods to analyze the propagation of the 
attribute uncertainty, i.e., Taylor series method, Monte Carlo method and sensitivity analysis. Taylor series 
method is to approximate the function by a linear function that is locally a good approximation of the 
function. Monte Carlo method uses an entirely different approach to analyze the propagation of error through 
the GIS operation. Sensitivity analysis can be of great value in acquiring meta-information when results of 
uncertainty analysis are difficult to be obtained. [10] As investigation in Section 3.1, the uncertainty of NL-
based spatial analysis is a combined result from variant sources. It is hard to make a simple uncertainty 
propagating model covering all these abundant sources and complicated propagating procedure. This section 
proposes a model based on confidence to express the NL-based spatial analysis result and its uncertainty, and 
take NL-based location determination as an example. 

In NL-based position determining, a location query statement could be divided to three components, 
which are Query Feature, Query Operator and Query Rang. In natural language interpretation considering 
uncertainty, each source statement may be translated to one or more target statements. All the target 
statements and their various confidences will be kept in the whole procedure, while in current machine 
translation, only the one with max confidence will be kept and the others will be neglected. Each element of 
each query statement has one or more translated result with variant confidence. 

Statement  S{QueryFeature,QueryOperator,QueryRange}=  (1)

1 2QueryFeature=F{Feature , Feature ...Feature }m，  (2)

1 2QueryOperator=O{Operator , Operator ...Operator }n，  (3)

1 2QueryRang=R{Rang , Rang ...Range }k，  (4)

Result=F O R× ×  (5)

where, the natural translating result is the Cartesian product of the three element collection. It must be noted 
that all the elements have their confidence, and the confidence will be brought into the calculating 
procedures. 

The spatial calculation is consisted of start calculating feature, calculating operator and calculating value. 
In natural language-based spatial analysis, they are correspondingly QueryFeature, QueryOperator and 
QueryRang. The confidence of calculating result is the confidence Cartesian product of QueryFeature, 
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QueryOperator and QueryRang.  QueryFeature includes uncertainty of spatial entity position, attribute and 
PAT(Position and Thematic) [6]. QueryOperator uncertainty mainly origins from uncertainty of quality 
spatial relation description, and QueryRang uncertainty is from uncertainty of quantity metric spatial relation 
description. All the uncertainty can be represented by confidence. Current GIS software employs buffering 
analysis to determine locations. Buffering analysis make a buffering area around the QueryFeature with 
specific width and direction. The metric buffering area shape of point is donut or circle, the one of line is a 
belt, and the one of polygon is an annular zone. The shape of directional buffering area is fan or annulus 
sector. The uncertainty of buffering analysis is from the position uncertainty and buffering width uncertainty 
[10, 16, 17]. The uncertainty can be measured by Standard Deviations Area defined as formula (6).[6] 

~

_ ( ) min{ ( ), ( )}D ErrorA Area D Area X Area X= −  (6)

Where Area(D) is buffering deviation area; 
~

( )Area X is the “true” buffering area; and Area(X) is 
buffering area calculated. 

 
Fig 3 The buffering result include some inaccessible places 

 
Fig 4 The university have 3 gates. The confidence of buffering result from gate and wall is different 

In natural language based spatial analysis, the confidence of analysis result should take location 
accessibility into consideration. i.e. The query result maybe includes some inaccessible location (Fig 3). The 
confidence of inaccessible location should be set to smaller value or zero. To line and polygon feature, the 
confidence of buffering area of different part is different. e.g In the statement of “I am 100 meters away from 
Kunming University of Science and Technology”, it is obvious the places which is 100m away from the 
gates have more confidence than those from the wall (Fig 4). 

4. Uncertainty visualization 
The goal of uncertainty visualization of natural language-based spatial analysis is to view the variant 
confidence of multi candidate query result, and to help the users understand and select the query result. The 
spatial data and spatial analysis uncertainty visualization method includes Error ellipse method, Arrow-based 
approach, Grey value-based approach, Color-based approach, Symbol-based approach, 3D-Based approach, 
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Animation method and Sound method (quoted in [6]). Ellipse method is suited to be used to represent 
location uncertainty of point feature in 2-D space. Arrow-based approach is efficient to describe uncertainty 
change of grid image location. Grey value-based method is suited to express specific type uncertainty data, 
whose uncertainty cannot be measured by definite measurement. Color-based approach employs color to 
express multi attribute uncertainty in one cell. Symbol-based approach represents uncertainty distribution by 
various symbols. 3D-based approach sets uncertainty to Z-value of 2-D map, the common 3D-based method 
includes contour graph and perspective graph. Animation method visualizes uncertainty in fast and 
continuous way. Sound method is an auxiliary means to “visualize” uncertainty. 

In NL-based location determination system, it is essential to select a plain and could-be-combined in GIS 
GUI method to visualize uncertainty. We propose to use contour graph to view confidence.(Fig 5) And in the 
GIS GUI, use annotation and description text to aid the users to make options.(Fig 6) 

 

 

Fig 5 Uncertainty visualization based confidence contours graph 

 

Fig 6 Uncertainty visualization combined with GIS GUI 

5. Conclusion 
This paper starts with the investigation of NL-based spatial analysis uncertainty source and propagating 
mechanism, proposes uncertainty propagation model and confidence-based uncertainty visualization method. 
The method combined with GIS GUI make the analysis result is plain and convenient for user option 
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